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Flatley's
'Lord of the
'Dance'
Higher fees
are bound to come
nation with fees averaging around $3,737.
However, other Western schools' fees are
significantly higher than Boise State.
The University of Washington costs
$5,286, and the University of Utah's fees for
the year are $4,000.
Compared to other universities in Idaho,
Boise State's fee of $3,520 is still the least ex-

BY MRRIRNR
BEKKER
News Writer

As
students
commence
the
third week of a
new semester,
the memory of
paying thousands
of dollars for a college
education is still a recent and expensive one.

pensive.
.
The University ofIdaho's fee is $3,632, and
Idaho State University costs $3,700.
According to the College Board's Annual
Survey, public college .and university fees
are sensitive to the level of funding provided
by state governments.'
Fees tend to rise more rapidly when state
appropriations decrease or grow at very
slow rates,
•
This year, strained state budgets
across

Nationwide, the price
for a secondary education is higher than ever,
and there's just no escaping the
fact that costs continue to rise.
According to recently released
reports from the College Board,
most students and their families can
expect to pay, on average, from $167
to $1,132 more than last year for fees,
with books and housing as additional expenses,
But there is good news for Broncos;
Boise State's fees are one of the lowest in
the country,
According to the College Board's
Annual Survey, the current national
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the country led to severe cutbacks in institutional funding, causing increased reliance on the other major sources of revenue:
tuition and fees.
The College Board reported that over a
ten-year period ending in 2004, average
costs rose 47 percent at public four-year colleges.
This year's 13 percent real increase, the
highest in at least-three decades, follows an
Inflatton-adiusted.Increase of eight percent
last year, a growth rate that' had not been

average of in-state public university
IeesIs $5,132 annually, over $1,600
more than the cost at Boise State.
seen for 20 years.
Other college students around the coun. Although these figures may be intimidat- .
try aren't so lucky:
-,
ing to future college students; the Coliege
The College Boafd reports that New York, . Board also reported more.promising figPennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland's . ures:
universities have the highest costs, averag: Thisyear,arecord$122billioninHnancia1
. $6350
. ,aidisavallab1e·to students, and their Iamimg
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·.·.k.;·.· d lies,ariincrcaseOfllpercent.overlasty.ear.
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out 0 percent .of '.''all co'11ege stuh ig lest, u.t sc 100 s sue . as tne mvers. y dents receive grant aid.
ofConne~t1cu~ can co~t up to $7,308.
.'
In 2003-2004 grant aid averaged $3,300 at
The Umverslt,Y of Illinois .costs $4,707, but public four-year colleges, according to the
the ?ve~age MI?west fee IS a~out $~,507, College Board.
making It the third most expensl~ereglOn.
The U.S. Census Bureau statistics states
The So~th and ~outh~est region schools
that people with a bachelor's' degree earn
follow ~Ith .costs ranging from $5,300 at over 70 percent more on average than those
the. Un~verslty of Texas" to $6,416 at the with only a high school diploma: Over a lifeIlniverstty of Sou~h Ca~ohn~.. .
time, the gap in earning potential between a
Four year pubhc UI.lIvefSluesin the West high school diploma and a B.A. (or higher) is
are vastly less expensive than the rest of the more than $1,'000,000,
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Alumni AssocicinririJsponsbrs'\day' at: legislature
BY RRNDRLL
ASSistant

POST

Naws Editor

Boise State students and faculty
spent the morning demonstrating
to state legislators the impact that
cutting-edge research .done at
BSU has on Idaho's economy and
quality of life.
Booths showcasing
graduate and undergraduate research
from every college of Boise State
University filled the fourth floor
balcony of the Capitol rotunda
Wednesday, Ian, 19.
"Weare here to show the legislature and the public that students
get to do really interesting things
at BSU."James Munger, chairman
of the biology department. said.
The event was sponsored by
the Boise State University Alumni

Association as a way to show legis- in other areas such as correctional facilities and healthcare.
lators the diversity of the research
In addition to funding issues.
being conducted at BSU, accordsome ofthe research being showing to Renee White. director of the
cased caught the attention of legassociation.
"This' is important enough to islators.
Susan Filkins and Tim Mitchell
us to sponsor this event," White
conducted a yearlong study insaid.
White said the long-term goal venting and designing a corridor
for salmon to bypass Ice Harbor
ofthe event is to help secure addiDam on the lower Snake River.
tional state appropriations for the
Filkins said the feasibility study
university.
tried to look at a way to bridge the
"State funding has' declined
from around 44 percent, of Boise opposing sides of the issue.
"We want people to think beState's operating budget. to closer
yond ... 'either breech the dams
to 30 percent." Mark Dunham.
or leave the dams alone' ...Filkins
director of government relations,
said.
said.
Boise Rep. Iana Kemp and
Dunham, who lobbies for HSU
Riggins Rep. Paul Shepard reat the state legislature. said the
quested additional information
reasons for the decrease in state
on the study.
funding are due to increased costs

Other topics researched included botany. cancer treatment, financial advising, satellite propulsion and synthesizing collagen.
Some of the university's top administrators expressed their approval of Wednesday's events.
"It's exciting when you empower students to answer the questions and get the return on the
investment of education," Dean
of the College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs Michael
Blankenship said.
President
Robert.
Kustra
was equally enthusiastic
by
Wednesday's exhibits on the rotunda, saying how "impressed"
he was of all his faculty and students. Kusira will address the legislature on Wednesday, Jan. 26.
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Martin Luther King III CCThebest is yet to come"
BY MRRIRN

BEKKER

News Writer

ASBSUdecides on deciding later
tee arc:
• Strategic Fee Increase resolution. which begins with a $75
increase for Fall 2005 and could
The ASBSU Senate. in its first
grow to around $300 per sernesweek of action in 2005. decided
ter during the next five years.
upon nothing other than that
• Business Acknowledgment
they would decide on everything'
and Thanks resolution. which
laterlo:
The Senate sent three bills to thanks President Kustra for accommittee for further discus- . knowledging BSU's responsibility. to .the business community
sian and introduced a proposed
and a commitment to respect IU$266.95 in student fee increases
tine business ethics. It also asks
for the 2005·2006 school year.
Should all of the increases. be. President Kustra to help in the
accepted. the total student fee promotion of CIubsand org~i,j
for Idaho residents would be zations at BSU.
• Civil Rights resolution, wh~ch
$2,026.95 per student for the fall
states a need for a written civil
2005 semester.
The three bills sent to commit- • rights policyfor Boise State sIu,
BY DUSTIN

LRPRRY

News Writer

dents.
The $266.95 in fee increases
was proposed in seven different
areas (all increases are per student. per semester):
• There is a proposed General
Education increase of $176. It is
expected to pay for occupancy
costs for the new Boise State
West Campus. projected utility increases, inflationary costs
and sufficient funds to address
pressing needs due to enrollment
growth.
• The Strategic Facilities Fee
of $75cou~d' be added to engage
a general building fund to buUd
newer facilities on BSU's campus and for additions on exist·
I

..

ing buildings. The fee will pay
for the Student Union expansion
that has already been approved
and could become a long-term
fee that could eventually grow to
$300-dollar per semester.
.• The Health and Wellness
Counseling Center is asking for a
$5 increase in fees to add to the
$25 the center already receives.
The $25 fee has nat been raised
since 1987.The fee raise will help
pay for improved access to pri·
mary clinical counseling, psychiatric support. leamingdisabUity access and clinical laboratory
and pharmacy tech support.
.• BSU Intercollegiate Athletics
is asking for idS increase in fees
See RSBSU {pege 3)

Boise State's Martin Luther
King Jr. Human Rights Week
drew to a close Friday night when
Martin Luther King III spoke to a
packed audience at the Student
Union Jordan Ballroom.
This marks his second appearance at Boise State. the first time
in 1990 when BSU held its first
annual MLKweek.
King III said Martin Luther
King Jr. Day should not be a celebration, but a time to recommit
ourselves to finish the work his
father began.
·We can't celebrate when 36
million people live'in poverty in
this nation."
. King spoke of his father's vi,
sian to eradicate the world of the
·triple evils· of poverty. violeIlce,
al1dradsm .

I
II

"Most ofthe problems we confront or are faced with could be
resolved if we would address
those issues," he said.
According to King, America's
objective should be to build
bridges to work together and
move the nation forward.
His father did not just have a
dream; he had a vision; which
should be a way of life, King said.
"We are a much better nation
than the behaviors we exhibit."
King -also criticized some of
the .government's policies and
declsions,
particularly
those
post- 9111and the decision to go
to war in Iraq. He said it should
not be America's responsIbility
to bring democracy to the world.
especially when the world is not
asking for it ..
·We've got to continue' toft·
nancethe.war
and asa result
the people in the .communities
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national

, world
perts agreeon
rovisional. tsunami
arIl~rigsystem

'.
.
.
KOBE,'Jap·an:' Experts confirmed at
he U.N. World Conference on Disaster
eduction ..in' Kobe that .countries
. roundthe>Indian
Ocean 'should take
r1mary responsibility for establishing
n early tsunami warning system there,
ut that support from the international
ommunity would be forthcoming..
.
.Allpecial session to discuss. the lnroductlon of an early' tsunami warn·'
. 'rtgsystem'to'cover
the Indian Ocean
eglons was held Wedn.esday, following
proposal by the Japanese government
in response to the recent disaster that
llled more than 170,000people.
The participants agreed to set up
ithin the next six months a provisional
sunami warning system in the regions
sing an existing warning center in

point out that the explosions didn't inflict nearly as much damage as they
could have. All the bombers were
stopped by security forces before. they
could reach their intended targets, Lt.
Col. James Hutton of the Army's 1st
Cavalry Division in Baghdad said in a
statement"While any loss oflife is tragic, it could have been a lot worse," the
statement said.
Iraqis braced fot more violence as the
clock ticks down to the elections, which
will select a 275-person national assem. bly that will pick new leadership for the
.counttyand write a constitution.
..

national'

".

Bush promotes spread of
liberty - for safety's sake

WASHINGTON- President Bush proclaimed
bold.. even revolutionary,
awail.
foreign policy In his inaugural address
They, plan to use existing telecomunications systems and current seis- Thursday, but he offered no specifics .
about how he plans to rid the world of
ic and sea level data obtained in the
tyranny, which tyrants he'll target or
acific Ocean.
what other foreign or domestic goals he
They also agreed that a permanent
sun ami warning system should be might be willing to sacrifice to promote
aunched within two years. The report . freedom.
Bush's declaration that "the ultimate
ill be submitted to a plenary session
goal of ending tyranny in our world"
cheduled for Thursday morning.
was reminiscent of predecessors from
Woodrow Wilson to Ronald Reagan,
and especially of lohn F. Kennedy's 1961
pledge to "pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any
friend, oppose any foe, in order to assure the survival and the success of libBAGHDAD, Iraq - Insurgents set erty."
But while Wilson, Reagan and
ff at least four bombs In Baghdad on
Kennedy argued that America 'should
ednesday, killing at least 26 people
battle tyranny because doing so is right,
nd wounding more than 20 in a conBush said America must battle tyranny
inuing campaign to disrupt national
because it can never be safe so long as
arliamentary elections scheduled to
tyrants rule,
ake place on Jan. 30,
"The survival of liberty in our land
An organization linked to Jordanian
increasingly depends on the success of
errorist leader Abu Musab al-Zarqawi,
liberty in other lands," Bush said.
.
he most wanted man in Iraq, took credit for one of the blasts, a huge explosion
utside the Australian Embassy that
illed two Iraqi civilians and shattered
lndows at a nearby hotel housing sevral U.S. news organizations, including
WASHINGTON- Jeers competed with
night Ridder.
No claims of responsibility were is- cheers and militants mixed uneasily
ued for the other explosions, the most with mink coats as thousands of demerious of which went off near a po- onstrators lined the inaugural parade
ice station and hospital, killing 18 and
route Thursday to voice their opposition
ounding 15.
to President Bush.
U,S. military officials were .quickto

a

t least 26 die in wave
f insurgent attacks in
aghdad

Bush inauguration provokes cheers and jeers

2. cOlOur
for 1
sale!
Bring a friend, and you BOTH will receive
full colour services for the cost of ONE!

Salon
1025 Main St. Boise

-

The mostly peaceful protesters staged .
a variety of events, from a "die- in" by 17
people near the White House to satirical
thrusts at Bush's policies by Billionaires
for Bush. One group,llirn your Back on
Bush, did just that with a silent gesture
as the president passed by.
At the parade's start, at Third Street
and Constitution Avenue, hundreds
of sign-wielding protesters chanted .
"shame, shame" and "four more wars"
as Bush's motorcade passed, easily drowning out supporters. One man
played "Taps" on his trumpet while two
young men unveiled a farge cardboard
coffin draped in an American flag.
Bush supporters dominated many
blocks along the parade route because
they'd purchased tlckets for bleacher
seats. Others stood uneasily in their
long overcoats near groups of demonstrators.
Emily Hanson of Nashville, Tenn.,
shook her head at a group of demonstrators: "Don't they know the election is
over? Hey, they lost."

University officials
announce efforts to
prevent theft of body
parts
SANTAANA, Calif. - After five scandals in 10 years, University of California
officials are creating a new "inventory
control system" to keep track of cadav- .
ers donated to their medical schools
that includes video cameras, barcodes
and computers.
The new system is designed to keep
bodies and body parts from being stolen, in the wake of theft scandals at three
of the university's five medical schools
that have body-donation programs.
"We know people are going to be fearful, if they think that the body they donate will be in any way misappropriated," said Dr. David Taylor, executive
director of medical services for UC's
Office of the President. "We are very
committed to protecting the dignity of
our donors."
The system is the result of several
scandals at the university's medical
schools. In one case, relatives of people
who donated bodies to UC Irvine are
suing the system, after the campus fired
its program director in 1999 and was
. unable to account for more than 300
bodies.
Taylor said the new accountability
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If sad, press one, if
dejected ...
In China, where four people kill themselves every minute, nine out often people calling a suicide prevention. hot line
got a busy signal.
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In Wales, people must pay an annual
licensing fee to watch television programs. Payment is enforced by inspectors who hear some pretty lame excuses.
One fee evader in Carmarthen said the
family doesn't watch the television set
but turns it on "to keep the cat warm."

A blind bride's seeing-eye dog got the
jitters and refused to "give her away"
with' a. bark at her wedding in Irene,
South Africa.
Instead, he let out a soft growl and
crawled under a bench. The wedding
went on regardless.
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An Ohio teacher was pulled over for
driving erratically. When the cops got
him out of the car, they saw that he was
wearing women's panties.
.
Checkingthe records,theyfou~d that,
when he was stopped seven years ago,
he was also wearing women's -clothes.
He was charged w.ith drunk driving.

Come on, give her
away, goodbye

B

? FAIRIES?

So what if I want to
look pretty?

A group of young . people, tooling
around in a brand-new sports utility vehicle, decided to park it on the sands of
Sunset Beach, Calif.
They sat there drinking beer, and apparently did not realize they were too
close to the water's edge until the waves
splashed over them and started to pull
the vehicle into the Pacific Ocean. They
managed to get out OK.

Crone's cup60ari

'lIlll'w.croms·cup6oar.!ccm

A professor who has written several
books on affairs of the heart was arrested for fondling the breasts of a woman
who came to him for treatmentfor depression at his home in Takatnatsu,
Japan .:

No parking at any
time, didn't read the
sign?

:.

~

Are you feeling better?
lam

An Israeli man refused to pay child
support to his ex-wife for eight years,
moving frequently to evade authorities, and finally racking up more than
$45,000 in debt. Then, he decided to get
married again.
Police went to the wedding reception
and waited for the guests to deposit gifts
of money into a safe - an Israeli tradition'
_ before moving in and confiscating it.
The bride fainted.

G
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Pollee in Des Moines, Iowa, arrested a
man who became intoxicated by drinking two bottles of mouthwash. He was
not given a breathalyzer test, but, one
officer said, "He had good breath."

An auspicious
beginning

STONES ? JEWELRY ?CANDLES?

S

Drunk, but still kissing
fresh

procedures will Include a system-wide
program director, to oversee all UC programs, closer supervision on each earnpus as well as "inventory management
devices to help us keep better track of
what we have." Newly developed software will monitor how many cadavers
are in storage, and where. Bar-code devices also will be attached to the nearly
1,000 cadavers the university system reo
celves each year.
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purchases and training. All but
one of those outside sources has
pulled its funding for the 2005·
2006 school year;
• The Volunteer Services Board
is asking for a $1.60 fee increase
to hire a Break-Away Coordinator
and an International
Issues
Coordinator. It will also allow
for more volunteer events and'
would expand the events currently on the calendar. The VSB
puts on events such as the Great
American Smoke out, Earth
Week, Blood Drives and many
other volunteer events.
• The ASBSU Conservation
Coordinators are asking for a
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Sandv D'Aiambarta IS Prasldant
Emarltus at Florida Stata Unluarsltv
and a profassor
of law at st. Thomas
Unluarsltv.
Ha taachas a law class, connected
bV the Internet,
srmultaneuualv
to students
In Miami Gardens
Tallahassee,
Horrda, on Jan. 11, eDDS.

$1.50 fee increase to fund an expansion of recycling bins, both
small and large, in offices, housing and common areas. The
Conservation Coordinators plan
to expand the recycling services to include cardboard, glass,
mixed paper and compost recycling, none of which are currently available at BSU.
,
ASBSU meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 4:,30 p.m. in the
Forum in the Student Union
Building. Visit www.asbsu.orgfor
information on bills, resolutions,
and meetings.
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[from pege I]

to add 1.5 scholarships to the
Women's Ski program to meet the
NCAAlimit and hire an Assistant
Ski Coach to oversee the Nordic
Ski-program. It will also replace
worn- out
gymnastic
equipment and increase the number
of scholarships to the Women's.
Track and Field program;
• The B5U Spirit Squad and
Mane Line Dancers are asking for a $2.85 raise to support
their activities on campus ann
around the country. The budget
for the pair has not increased
in 22 years. Both have been dependent upon outside sources to
fund their activities, equipment

are suffering because we have .veiling of a bust of King Jr. sculptto continue to allocate resources
ed by .local Boise artist Dean
for a war that I don't know how Estes.
we are going to win:' he said.
"It is always a humbling expeKing concluded his speech by rience to be a 'part of receiving
emphasizing his father's missomething in honor of my fasion to spread love and encourther," King III said.
aged communities to continue to
The sculpture, part of Estes'
make great strides in change.
"Dancers that dance upon injusAt a reception held earlier that
tice" series, portrays King Jr. durday at the Idaho Black History
ing a speech.
Museum, King III also called for
"I wanted to capture him
activism in communities.
speaking because that's where
"My hope is that when we ap- his energy is:' said Estes.
pear we are standing still, strides
"His tools were his words, his
are being made," he said.
weapons."
The reception marked the un-
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Students hit the link
I
for Internet law class

Donate Plasma at Dlomat USA
Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per month

4017 Overland Rd
Boise, 10 83705

D

some things they'll have to work
Knight Ridder Newspepers
out as far as the connection," said
second-year FSUlaw student John
Florida State University law Martinez. "There was more disstudent Amy Cline stood in front
cussion here than in most of my
of her state constitutional law law school classes, where all you
class in Tallahassee being grilled
get is a lecture."
Bob Butterworth, the former
21st-Century style - by a professor
Florida attorney general who now
more than 400 miles away.
"Did the Virginia Constitution
is dean of St. Thomas's law school,
have a bill of rights before the
sat in on the class.
"1 think it's going to work out
federal Constitution?" asked her
professor, former FSU president
pretty well:' he said. "This is the
Talbot "Sandy" D'Alemberte,
first time in Florida that two law
from a classroom at St. Thomas
schools have done this."
The technology solved a dilemUniversity in Miami Gardens.
"Yes, I think so:' Cline said ma for Butterworth and associate
tentatively. She was visible, law school dean George Sheldon:
though not particularly well-lit, They wanted D'Alemberte - onetime president of the American
on a television monitor above
Bar Association, and a former
D'Alemberte's head.
Twenty-three St. Thomas law state legislator - to teach a course
students joined about 35 FSU at St. Thomas, but the distinstudents on Jan. 11 for the first guished lawyer was already commeeting of a class all will attend
mitted.
"Bob came to me, then George
simultaneously; though in differcame to talk to me about teachent cities, linked by the Internet.
ing Florida constitutional law, but
While real-time videoconferencI said I'm obligated to teaching at
ing over the Web has been done
intermittently by colleges for sev- FSU this semester," D'Alemberte
eral years, few have committed to said.
The solution: Teach the same
sharing an entire course of study
course to two classrooms at the
with an unrelated institution.
Despite some audio problems, a same time.
"He's the preeminent scholar in
monitor that kept flipping unnecstate constitutional law probably
essarily between views of both
in the country," said Butterworth.
classrooms, and remote-control
cameras that at times were dif- "He's argued cases before the U.S.
Supreme Court and the Florida
ficult to aim, students on both
. campuses appeared to cope well Supreme Court. To have the former ABApresident to come here
with the technological wrinkles.
"It wasn't a distraction, but
BY ROBERT

L. STEINBRCK

to teach means a lot to the students. The technology made it
happen."
D'Alemberte will teach the
course with Florida Executive
Deputy Attorney General Clay
Roberts, who serves as an adjunct
professor.
"I thought it worked well,"
third-year St. Thomas law student
. Danielle Robinson said of the
Internet linkage with FSU. "It's a
good experience to have two professors who know what they're
talking about."
St. Thomas is not alone in seeking ways to apply technology to
bring together professors and students in different locations.
Joseph Harbaugh, dean of the
Nova Southeastern University
School of Law, said the institution
has used real-time videoconferencing to link classes taught jointly with Washburn Law School in
Topeka, Kan., New YorkUniversity
and the Albany Law School.
Florida International University
has used the technology to allow
off-campus instructors to teach
occupational therapy students in
a class on-campus, and uses it in
some law school classes, a spokesman said.
This fall, Barry University
will offer a physicians' assistant
course simultaneously to a class
on its Miami Shores campus
and another in St. Petersburg, a
spokesman said.
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stupidity
BY RUBREY SRLRZRA
Columnist'

Social Security needs change
10 trillion dollars in debt by the ry,' Those numbers, no matter
how sound, spell disaster unless
time workers in their 20's begin
the system is carefully managed
to retire, essentially bankrupting the system. The students and to guarantee that each worker will
young workers today who are be able to make a claim against
paying into the system should be the system that he or she been
demanding that this problem be taxed to fund. Without guaranteeing some measure of payout
fixed, Social Security is a broken
contract that will guarantee no from individual retirement acretirement benefits for those who counts, a worker will be left with
little more than the I.O.U.'s that
will be taxed most heavily to fund
a system that is increasingly be- Social Security is already owed
ing used less as a retirement sav- by Congress.
Increasing
Social Security
ings mechanism and more as an
taxes is no option. The Heritage
income redistribution tool.
Some of the solutions being Foundation notes that, "a 1.89
suggested for Social Security re- ,percentage point increase in
[Social Security] payroll taxes
form will offer. more protection
for those paying in by securing
would reduce potential employment by 277,000 jobs per year."
funds in individual retirement
accounts. President Bush has pro- Similarly, reducing benefits to
those who have already paid in is
posed a plan that will offer maxia contract broken. However, domum protection for those paying
ing nothing will mean that there
into the system, while guaranteeis a good chance that college stuing benefits to those who already
dents and young workers today
have. The President has proposed
that workers be allowed to in- will have paid into a system that
vest 7-10 percent of their Social they will not be able to take advantage of. By securing portions
Security taxes into these individof an individual's contribution
ual retirement accounts. These
to the Social Security in indiaccounts could then be utilized
vidual retirement accounts, the
in avenues more suited to buildsystem offers built in guarantees
ing nest-eggs via secure financial
that the worker will actually be
funds, stocks, and bonds, under
the control and for the exclusive able to receive the benefits he or
she has paid for. Overlooking the
use ofthe recipient.
The White House notes that, - workers that will actually pay to
"In 1950 there were 16workers to fund Social Security's biggest Insupport everyone beneficiary of crease in beneficiaries during the
Social Security. Today, there are course of the next decade would
only 3.3 workers supporting ev- be disastrous, bankrupting the
ery Social Security beneficiary,
system and spreading angst
By the time our youngest work- across a whole new generation of
ers, those entering the workforce, taxpayers.
today, turn 65, there will be only , :';'
two workers for every beneficia-

BY LUKE RLLEN MCMRNRMON
Columnist
The mention of Social Security
reform angers a deeply affected
class of citizens who are largely
left out of the reform equationthe younger workers who will
have to fund a deepening social
security payroll tax. Most people
would argue that it is reasonable
to assume that if you pay into
a system that is designed to secure you in retirement, that you
would be able to get something
out of the system after you retire.
However, given the state of the
Social Security system as it exists
today, no such guarantee exists.
Social Security was signed into
law by President Roosevelt on
Aug. 14, 1935 as a mechanism to
protect an Increasingly impoverished and aging population
who had either retired or lost the
wage earner of the family. Taxes
collected for Social Security purposes are not considered income
taxes. Rather, they are considered
payroll taxes, which can only be
used for the purpose specified in
collection. Congress has raided
Social Security funds over the
years to fund various "necessary" projects. These I.O,U.'s are
given to a system that is increasingly being projected to have over
a trillion dollars in debt with no
plan for repayment in the immediate future.
Figures given by the Social
Security Trustees indicate that by
2018 the Social Security system
will be paying out more than it
takes in. This disparity will grow
to leave the system with well over
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Very easy to get the facts. Go to
www.kkk.com, the official Web
site of those wonderful knights
of confederate heritage. They_
sell flags, and pins, and hair
scrunchies. All or rnostly with a
single theme of confederate flag.
Sure, the beloved KKK knights.
for American heritage will sell
you an American flag, but they
will sell you five vets ion of the
confederate flag.
Simple, simple, simple. Ask a
Knight of KKKwhat the confed-

Dr. Newman

Think

e'EloG"
",L, ,~:?'"~;t"

erate flag means to them, and
stop foolingyourse!f.
' .
Again, go to the source, not to
some blind propagandist.
I am not a minority member
myself, but I see the confederate flag for the same thing that
KKKperson sees it: a celebration
and perpetuation of
hateful
heritage.
A knight of the KIu KluxKIan .
may believe a lynching is their
patriotic duty, and so, proudly
wave our national flag over their
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ish ed, but only that the symbol
of hatred should not be worn to
place of love, unity, and inclusion.
Dr. Newman was recognizing
the confederate rag to have the
same meaning that is construed
upon it bywww.kkk.com

MRNAG.ING
EDITOR Kyle GDrhelllxlo61
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wicked act, but see for yourself at
www.kkk.com that the confederate flag is most dear to the heart
of a KKKknight. Order a confederate flag from their "christian"
Web site that is linked from www.
.kkk.com.
The word "confederate" is not a
word worthy of capitalization by
any educated English-speaking
conscience.
Dr. Newman never stated that
the confederate flag, as a symbol
of free speech" should .be abol-
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is mistaken, biased, or wrong?

Olslrtbutlld Mond,tvl ',Jhs,ir~dBV1durrng

1910 UniversIty

If we cannot lookto the most
academically-esteemed and influential private college in the
world for gender neutrality, women should start ducking and running for cover soon.
The recent statements
by
Harvard University President
Lawrence H. Summers slid a firecracker in the petticoats of wornen everywhere. When President
Summers recently spoke at a conference, he suggested that innate
differences between the genders
may explain why more men are
.successful in math and science
than women. Don't shrink away
fellows, I urge you to keep reading.
I could hardly regain my composure. I had to check the date
on my calendar just In case the
tlme traveling machine I ordered
off Ebay really did work and I
was hurled back to the year 1848,
when women were barred from
even receiving a college education. Yes, that Is right, a mandate
was upheld by American colleges
and universities to deny women
the right to learn science, mathematics and all other subjects.
What has happened since the
mid 1800s is also Important. Even
when women were given the opportunity to go to college, the
only respectable role for women
In society was as a wife, mother,
and housekeeper.
There was also a barrage of arguments and self-Indulgent studies on why women should not en-

gage In education. This served to nored your theories, experiments,
and empirical breakthroughs bekeep women from getting "haughcause you were a,woman.
ty" enough to pursue anything
Well, that was our world, and
hut manicures and dinner for her
even more, the strongest case as
husband. Dr. Edward Hammond
to why fewer women enter into
Clark published his conclusive
book, "Sex in Education" In 1873, the hard science disciplines is because of instructional bias in our,
In which he asserted that education was dangerous to women be- classroom environments in early .
development stages. There is cer-, ,
cause It diverted blood from their
tainly much more evidence of
reproductive organs.
What I cannot extract from this, than of the biological handicaps offemales. Reversing a cycle
President Summer's statements
is why he would go for the most of embedded social norms about
the intellect of women, which has
obtuse and arcane view, that
men are better at math and sci- been with us since the beginning 1
of time is a difficult road. Seems
ence because they have a penis
and testosterone. Hold on, wait, like our time is up if the president
too much blood going to my head, of Harvard is entertaining the
must stop thinking about it or I idea that women are just not quite
biologically equipped to wrap our
will go sterile.
In fact, women throughout his- brains around such difficult subtory have been proficient in math- jects.
Asfor myself, Iwill admit, mathematics and science. Proficient
is an understatement.
Sophie ematics is not my strongest suit.
But some of my female friends
Germain
was
distinguished
for her work on Fermat's Last can do long division in their head.
Theorem. Maria Gaetana Agnesi Will they want to become engicontributed to calculus. Grace neers? I'm not sure, What we do
Murray Hopper, helped develop want is equal access, equal provocomputers, and paved the way cation into these fields, and equal
for Bill Gates in amassing his for- , accolades for our wide range of
tune. Williamina Flemming was capabilities. Equal.
The men in my life have always
actually a Harvard astronomer,
been horrible at any sort of meaand during her tenure at Harvard,
many women were hired on at surements beginning in grade
the observatory for the process of school. "It's so big," taunted little
monitoring data. They were paid Jimmy Willis out on the playhorribly, bur I am sure that it was ground one day. As I soon found
for the love of science that they out behind the janitor's shed, "it"
continued to work. Many of the was not actually that big. Today,
strides made by women in these
the only measurement 1 concern
fields were not properly recog- myselfwith is equal.
nized and hailed until after their
deaths. Imagine a world that lg-
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BY JEREMY
RRSMUSSEN
Sports Writer

For the first time since the
fourth game of this season, the
Broncos pulled off back-to-back
wins on their home court over the
weekend. Boise State (9-9 overall,
3-4 Western Athletic Conference)
is now in a three-way tie for fifth
place in the WAC.
The Broncos lacked leadership
and inside presence while senior
center Jason Ellis was out, but this
weekend neither of those problems came up.
Both victories this weekend
came against WAC foes. First
came the 72-62 win over San Jose

t r

State on Thursday night, followed
by an 80-76 victory over Hawaii
on Saturday.
"We just played together and
we've been working on our chemistry," sophomore guard Eric Lane
said. "We got some good shots,
played together and got it to the
open guy and everything went
real well for us."
Saturday was a dogfight, as
both teams got into a heated confrontation in the first half, and
it never seemed to cool off. The
Broncos were clearly the smaller
team against Hawaii, but they
found a way to get inside, as they
completely dominated with a 12point advantage in points in the

r

paint and out-rebounded Hawaii
42-36.
"That was a very good win for
us. And that's, apart from where
we've been through this season,
that's probably as good a win
since I've been here," BSU head
coach Greg Graham said.
Bronco fans welcomed back senior forward Jason Ellis Thursday
after Ellis missed six games for
surgery to repair a hernia. Ellis
scored 10 points and led the team
with eight rebounds in 14 minutes.
"l'm truly blessed to be back as
soon as I am," Ellis said.
"He means a lot. It lifts a little
weight off me. I'm so inexperi-

enced, he guides me," junior forward Tez banks said.
Four other Bronco starters finished in double figures in scoring. Led by Franco Harris' 15
points and 12 for Banks, SJSU
out-rebounded Boise State by 10,
but shot only 36.1 percent from
the field as the Broncos held on
for the lO-point win to drop the
Spartans to 4-11 overall and 1-5 in
the WAC.
In the matchup with Hawaii on
Saturday, the Broncos dominated
the first half, taking a 16-point
lead at the break, while shooting
just over 57 percent from the field
in the half. The Rainbow Warriors
made a run in the second half to

cut it close, but the Broncos held
on to the four-point win. Banks
set his career-high with 13 points,
all of which came in the first half.
Leading the way was Jermaine
Blackburn, who scored 19 points
and pulled down a career-high 11
rebounds.
"We just came out and stayed
focused and played defense as a
team [Saturday],' Blackburn said.
"If somebody got beat, somebody was there to help out and
everybody was rebounding well,
and everybody was holding their
man off to where rebounds would
come our way."
Lane added 16 points, with 13
coming in the first half.

After starting the season 80, Hawaii has lost five of its last
seven games, all of which were
conference games, to go 10-5 on
the year. The Warriors have now
dropped three straight.
The Broncos will hit the road for
the next two weeks as the continue conference play, before returning to Taco Bell Arena for a second
meeting with Fresno State and
Nevada on Feb. 10.
"We are going to want towin on
the road so when we caine back
and keep winning in the WAC, the
fans will want to come back and
see how/we've improved more
and/ more as we keep playing,"
Blackburn said. I

Women's hoops stumble on road trip
COURTESY

BRONCOSPOATS.
COM

The Boise State women's basketball team stumbled over the
weekend, losing both games on
the road.
The San Jose State Spartans
defeated the Boise State Broncos
Thursday night in women's basketball, 64-47. The Spartans led
throughout the game. Boise State
had two freshmen in double digits in scoring - Tasha Harris with

15 and Amanda Stewart with 12.
The Broncos came out cold in
the first half and San Jose State
took the advantage, leading 3713 at halftime. While Boise State
played much better in the second
period, out-scoring the Spartans
by seven (34-27), the San Iose
State lead was too big.
The Broncos finished with a
shooting percentage of 27 percent
from the field, 15 percent from
three-paint
range and 52 percent from the free throw line. San

Jose State shot 48 percent from
the floor (28-56), 33 percent from
three-point range, and 71 percent
from the free throw line.
On Saturday the Hawaii women's basketball team defeated the
Boise State Broncos, 67-55, late
Saturday night. The Broncos return home to host league-leading Louisiana Tech Thursday and
Southern Methodist Saturday.
Hawaii took advantage of a
cold-shooting Bronco team in the
first period to build 35-14 halftime

advantage and a 24-point lead
early in the second period before
the Broncos mounted a comeback. Boise State pulled within 11
points three times in the second
half, but Hawaii stopped the run
with good free throw shooting
down the stretch.
Jamie Hawkins led Boise State
(6-10 overall, 1-6 WAC), with 15
points and eight rebounds. The
Broncos shot 25 percent from the
floor, 20 percent from three-point
range and 68 percent "from the

free throw line.
Amy Sanders led Hawaii (8-6
overall, 4-3 WAC) with 17 points.
Hawaii shot 40 percent from the
floor, 33 percent from three-point
range and 62 percent from the
free throw line.
The Wahine won the rebound
war by two - 48-46. The Broncos
hadjust16turnoverscomparedto
Hawaii's ~O.But Hawaii had 19 assists to Boise State's six.
Along with the two home games
this weekend, the Broncos will

have two more at the Taco Bell
Arena before they hit the road
again.
The Broncos sit justa half game
ahead of Nevada, who is last in
the WAC standings. Thursday's
opponent La Tech is undefeated
in WAC play and SMU is tied for
second place.

Gymnastics
"Fri. vs. Cal State Fullerton 7p.m.

This week's top performer is men's basketball guard Eric Lane. The sophomore from Los
Angeles, Calif. scored 26 points and four steals in
the two Bronco victories this weekend.
Lane, a communications major who was out of
the lineup earlier this season because of a stabbing in downtown Boise, sparked the Broncos in
the first half versus San Jose State. In just over a
minute of play in the first half, Lane scored eight
points, had two steals and an assist that gave the
Broncos a quick lO-point lead that they never gave
up.
On Saturday, the hurricane style of play once
again came up for Lane." He drained two threepointers in less than a minute in the first half,
scoring 10 of his 13 before halftime.
"It's just confidence. When it's your time, you
just got to let it go," Lane said. ' .
Lane had been coming off the bench since he
returned from his injury, but was in the starting
lineup this weekend, and he gave good reason
why he should have been there.
Lane has set some lofty goals for himself, and "
they are coming to prosper now, for him and the
Broncos.
.
"Just keep working hard and don't let up and
stay focused. Just make sure all the things like
school are taken care of, and everything on the
court will go well for me," Lane said.
And they have. Lane is averaging 11.6 points per
game in conference games, and shooting 47 Rercent from the field and 38 percent from behind
the arc.

Wrestling
<Fri. vs. Fresno State 7p.m.
Sat. VS. Cal State Fullerton 7 p.m.
Sun. vs. Montana State 2:30 p.rn.
Sun. vs. Cal State Fullerton 4 p.m.

Indoor track and field
Sat. Jackson's Track in Nampa
Athletes.com Invitational

Women's basketball
Tonight vs. LA Tech 7 p.m,
Sat vs. SMU 2 p.m.

Men's basketball
Tonight@LA Tech 6:30 p.m. ICT)
Sat. @SMU7p.m:-jC'T)

Women's tennis
Sat. @Washlngton

Men's tennis

Fri. @William&Mary

Sat @VuginlaCommonwealth
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Ali New Moon plerclngslndude
the Jewelry and aftercare package with
Instruet!ons. We stand by our plercings.
and offer tree follow up service.

We have designs for the n~
tattoo. and we can create
from pictures you bring in.

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375_~1666
"Perforating the Populas of Idaho"

6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526

Luke Shields [left] and Thomas Schoeck [rIQht] helped the Broncos .duance
doubles Win ouer Colorado.

to the finels on Saturdsv

With their

Men's tennis still perfect
BY RMBER

FUGER

At the number three spot, Boise
State senior Matias Silva defeated
Avi Saloman 6-4, 6-4. Silva is the
Boise State's men's tennis team
youngest senior in the country at
has started to shine in 2005 be- 20 and is ranked 55th in the nation
hind a solid line up and a passionand second in the region. Senior
ate head coach.
transfer Ikaika lobe is proving to
Broncos head coach Greg be a key component to the makePatton has claimed to be "chasing 'up ofthe Broncos as he won at the
the Hawk"and the Broncos are number four spot against Romain
well on their way with a perfect
Massaro 6-2, 6-1.
4-0 start.
The final singles win came at
With freshman Luke Shields the number five spot where Boise
heading up this stellar Bronco line State's Nils Klemann swept Sean
up, Boise State cruised past UNLV Hubbard 6-0, 6-0. The win over
early Saturday morning 4-0 in UNLV secured the Broncos spot
the ITA Mountain Region Indoor
in the championship match of
Tennis Tournament.
Doubles
the tournament Saturday evening
play was cancelled but the singles against Colorado. With a 4-1 win
matches were on and full ofintenover New Mexico, Colorado adsity. Shields played at the number
vanced to meet the Broncos in the
one spot and defeated Henner
championship match.
Nehles ofUNLV 6-2, 6-3.
By 8:45 p.m. the Broncos had
Sports Writer
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he defeated Peter Bjork 7-6, 6-2 at
the number three spot. Shields
was playing at the number one
spot and in the middle of the tiebreaker ,match play was stopped
due to NCAAtournament regulations.
With their undefeated start on
the season the Broncos are headed to Chicago to play with the big
dogs, an ecstatic -coach Patton
said. Before the Broncos compete in the ITA National Indoor
Tournament on Feb. 17-20 they
will be competing at William and
Mary on Jan. 28 and at VCUon lan,
29. With a strong top line up and a
dedicated vibrant bottom line up,
the Broncos are well on their way
to chasing the Hawk's destiny and
creating one of their own.

Gymnasts slip up in Denver

Are these your
Worst Nightmare?

.,

battled their way into a 3-0 lead
and were determined to take the
fourth match to rack up their second sweep of the day and their
fourth win of the season. "We are
a team of battles and it was a great
day," said Patton as the Broncos
jumped right in to play snatching
the doubles point and securing a
quick lead in singles play.
Kicking off the evening with
a bang, Shields and Shoeck took
out the 33'" ranked doubles team
in the nation at the number one
spot 8-4. lobe and Silva won at the
number two spot 8-4.
Play shifted to singles matches where Schoeck defeated Jan
Zelezny of Colorado 6-1, 6-4 at
the number two spot. Silva defeated Marcos Digliado 6-1, 6-3 at
the number three spot and Iobe
"brought it home," said Patton as

COURTESY
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COM

•

DENVER, Colorado - The Boise
State gymnastics team started
with strong performances on
floor and vault, but then were
shaky on bars and beam to take
third in a four-way meet at the
University of Denver. Denver
won the meet with 195.275.North
Carolina State was second with
a score of 190.575. The Broncos'
scored 187.85to slip by UC-Davis,
who finished in fourth place with

a score of 187.475.
Starting on the floor, the
Broncos scored 48.325:' Then at
the vault, the Broncos scored 48.6.
The bars posed a problem as the
team scored just 45.7Z5 and the
frustrations continued on the
beam with a 45.2.
Boise State's Lindsey Thomas
was the team's top all-around
competitor with a 38.125, which
placed her second in the meet. On
vault, LindsayWard's 9.825 placed
her fourth. On bars, Thomas was
the team's top finisher with a

9.425, which was good for 13lh
place. Ward placed eighth on the
beam with a 9.525. Kristin Gaare
led the Broncos on floor with a
fifth place 9.8.
Boise State returns: home to
host its first meet in the Taco Bell
Arena Friday, where the Broncos
will host Cal State Fullerton in the
gymnasts' half of "Beauty and the
Beast" with the wrestling team.
The competition will begin at 7
p.m. Friday.

Intramurals offer up wintertime blues
BY SHRWN

Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the followlnq positions:
1.
ASBSUElection Chair
2.
ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3.
BSUStudent Radio AdvisoryCommittee
4.
BSUChildren's Center AdvisoryCommittee
S.
BSUNon-discrimination & AffirmativeAction Committee
6.
BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee
, 7.
BSUParking Citations Appeal Committee
8.
BSUCampus 10Advisory Committee
9.
ASBSUFinancial Manager
10.
ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11.
ASBSUElection Board
12.
ASBSUBuilding & Structures Committee
For more Information, please contact Personnel Recruitment

Coordinator

Joyce Ward at 426-1147.
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Tennis, ultimate Frisbee and golf
will begin in April.
Students may sign up to particlpate atthe RecCenter. Registration
forms are available at the front
desk and require a team name,
your team manager, players, and
their student numbers. There is
also an entry fee per team, ranging from $5 to $25 depending on
what activity you wish to join.
For those who want to play
intramural
sports and can't
find a team, sign-ups are at the
Recreation Center. The participants name will be put on a free
agent list that other teams will be
able to use to fill roster sports.
"It's a great way to keep playing sports after high school. and
it also keeps me off the couch,"
Jared Purvis, a freshman at Boise
State said.
Not only is the intramural program a great way to get involved
on campus.jt's also a great way
to meet a lot of new people, said
Purvis. Jan. 24 is the deadline to
sign up for volleyball, basketball,
and racquetball. Jan. 31 is the
deadline for floor hockey. There
is not a lot of time left, so hurry to
the Rec and sign up today.

I

I
I
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The time has come to take the
sneakers out of the closet, dust off
the racquet, and find the old bat
and glove. With the new semester
underway, intramural sports are
getting ready to begin for Boise
State students.
The Intramural sports program
offers a variety of activities for
students who are looking to get a
little exercise or for the students
who are looking to appease their
competitive side. Boise State offers over 22 activities throughout

the school year, with 11 of them
being offered during this semester.
Sports beginning this month
include 4-on-4 volleyball, basketball, racquetball, and floor
hockey. Volleyball is for both men
and women. Basketball and field
hockey offer a men's league, women's league and a co-recreation
league, and there are both a men
and women's leagues for racquetball.
During February badminton
doubles, and 3-on-3 soccer begin. They are followed by 4-on-4
football, and softball in March.
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Jodi
Nakashima:
Player of
Persistence
end Perscnentu
Nakashima
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BY JE T'RIME

ORVIS

Sports Wrltar
Jodi Nakashima plays a role
seldom seen on the basketball
court-flexibility
in leadership.
She joins two other players on
the women's basketball team
to make a solid core of leadership. Along with senior forward Cariann Ramirez and fellow senior guard Chrisie Paiz,
Nakashima tries to hold the underclassmen to the same standards she puts on herself. Paiz
comments that Nakashima places herself in a position ofleading
by example rather than being so
demanding on the floor. When
asked, Nakashima will credit her
teammates. "I'm thankful that I
had my two other seniors to fin:
ish this out with. They are a big
help and strength to me."
This being said, head coach Ien
Warden sees Nakashima's flexibility as her biggest contribution
to leadership.

~,u:wsi~;lfrntAIlliITER

"She will do whatever you ask, right back around on Warden
whether you ask her to lead on when she states that Warden
the court or support and encourtaught her how to be strong and
age from the bench, she demonhow to pull through things. "I'm
strates great strength in her lack a much stronger person because
of ego. As the team evolves and
of her. She taught me a lotabout
develops, she accepts whatever
how to carry yourself through
you need from her at the molife. She taught me not to quit,"
ment, so you get the same prodWhile her persistence is well
uct from her no matter what
known on the court, her unique
role she might be in at the time," personality brings Nakashima
Warden said.
front and center. Ramirez comIn
her
college
career,
ments that she is "our spark that
Nakashima has made a name on is always there." Paiz concurs,
the court as tremendous out- "Jodi's great personality keeps
side shooter. Warden remarks
things entertaining, making evthat the team benefits from the
eryone laugh and relax."
conference's
knowledge that
In a statement to the up-andshe is an outside threat. While . coming team, Nakashima sums
they pay attention to her, it cre- this opinion up well as she says,
ates opportunities for other play- "Work hard but have fun. Don't
ers to score. Ramirez agrees that
get so caught up in the work part.
Nakashima's 'on-court' legacy is Realize that in no time, you will
her shooting, but also her will- be graduating as well."
ingness to do the little things like
Warden joins the team' sencharge and hustle plays.
timent when considering that
Her presence on the court
these women will create a great
makes a statement to the younger ,loss going into next season. The
players, one that coach Warden
coach hopes the team will patclaims is the senior's biggest leg- tern after Nakashima's persisacy, "Have patience and be per- tence. A sense of pride is seen as
sistent." Nakashima turns that
Warden states, "Jodi has really

become a senior. She has grown
up in the program, embraced the
philosophy of the program, and
holds up the standard of the program. Although I didn't personally recruit her, she feels like my
player."
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Former World Champion and
Olympian John Godina won the
men's shot put with a toss of 67Mattias Ions set a Boise State
00.50 (20:43m).
University record in the men's 35Forest Braden was the' only
pound weight throw in competi- ,
other winner on the men's side
tion at the Hampton Inn & Suites
for Boise State as the junior won
Classic held Saturday at Jackson's
the 3,OOO-meterrun with a time
Track in the Idaho Sports Center.
of 8:25.78. Braden also placed secIons' mark in winning the
ond in the mile run with a time of
event was 67-2.25 (20.48 meters)
4:10.90.
which also surpasses the NCAA
Boise State's women won two
provisional qualifying standard.
events on Saturday as Robin
Jons broke his own record in the Wemple was the winner in the
weight throw which he set at last mile run with a time of 5:03.35,
year's WACIndoor Track and Field and Alina Schimpf won the
Championships when he posted a pole vault with a mark of 11-1.75
then school record mark of66-1.00 (3.65m), which is the second best
(20.l4m). Ions also placed fourth
indoor mark in Boise State hisin the shot put with a throw of 53- tory.
7.00 (16.33m).
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• a copy

of the application see your academic advisor
or pick one up in room E-222.

All applications must be turned in on the date and time mentioned above or they

will not be accepted,
Also remember that applications will not be accepted unless you pass
your praxis, technology (',:eacher Ed/Upper Division). and comprehensive literacy tests (Professional Year).

heese.IDEI

. delicious meal:is, lel:itiuce,
,'pickles, bornatio and' chips,

d:/' Over 30 sabisfying
,sandwiches
and salads
.:,,'for lunch, dinner, picnics
and parbies.
V()(('(I,

-Bolses Best-

The meet was also dual scored
several ways between the teams
competing. On the men's side
BYUdefeated Boise State, 119-49,
and Idaho State, 123-46. Idaho
State defeated the Broncos 80-65.
On the women's side, BYU defeated Boise State, 138.5-30.50,
Idaho State, 120-50, and Nevada,
116-53. Nevada defeated Boise
State 119-32 and Idaho State,
84.50-76.50, while Idaho State defeated Boise State 105-46.
The Jackson's Track in the Idaho
Sports Center will ))e buzzing
again this Friday and Saturday
as the Broncos host the Athletes.
com Invitational.

I~rcc \Virdcss
Internet
322-7401
4348 Chinden

Boise State apparel
children's apparel
gifts

of the national collegiate polls Ioregensen both posted wins in
in the 149-pound weight class, the 125 and 133-pound weight dipinned his opponent before Luke visions, respectively.
Salazar (157 pounds) and Russell
The Broncos begin a string of
The Boise State UniversitywresBrunson (165) won their matches
five straight home matches this
tling team picked up its fourth
coming Friday when they host
dual match victory of the 2004- by decision.
Wyoming cut the Bronco lead Fresno State in Taco Bell Arena
05 season on Saturday night with
beginning at 7:00 p.m, The match
a 28-8 win at the University of in half, 16-8, with victories in the
will take place the same time the
Wyoming. The Broncos are now 174and 184pound weight classes,
before Boise State ended the dual
Boise State gymnastic teams is in
4-5 in dual matches this season.
action in the first of two "Beauty
Boise State quickly gained con- the same way it started by winand the Beast" promotions this
trol of the match by winning the ning four straight matches.
Casey Phelps recorded a 2-1 win season. The other will be Feb. 4,
first four individual matches for a
16-0lead. Jacob Scoles opened the at 197 pounds for the Broncos. ,when the wrestling team faces
dual with a 12-2 major decision Eric Smith posted the same score Cal Poly.
over Garrett Desmond in the 141- for a win at heavyweight, before nationally ranked wrestlers
pound match. Ben Cherrington,
ranked in the top 15 by most Andrew Hochstrasscr and Scott
BRONCOS
COM
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345-0990
]030 Broadway ncar

YOUR PURCHASES FUND SCHOLARSHIPS!

,children's books
Boise State authors
Idaho authors
special orders

Broncos ride Cowboys to victory
COURTESY
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)ications for admission into Teacher Ed. and the professional
,;year for poth elementary and secondary Ed majors are due
February 4th, 2005 by 5:00 pm In Room E-222,

Jons sets school record
COURTESY
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SOMETHING
TO READ:

BY DRN MCNEESE

CultureColumnist
I saw an ad in the paper that announced an open symposium on
mass transit in downtown Boise.
The Downtown Boise Mobility
Study (DBMS) released a 20-year
revision for improving traffic
congestion in the urban black
hole that is Boise. Included were
plans to improve bus routes, traffic lights, and shorten the width
of car lanes from 12 feet to 11, to
accommodate wider bike lanes.
Best of all, the study had plans
for a trolley car.
As an avid supporter of anything that would make Boise
cool, I jumped at the chance to
go to this open house. After all,
a trolley car would only bring
Boise to the level of AwesomeTown -to -Have-a-Car-Chase- In.
Aside from that, the group had
step-by-step city maps on display that explained the process
of growth and phases of the plan.
After studying the track layout of
phase two, I noticed the plan was
to have a light-rail trolley along
University Drive. This would
be good, considering the turn
around point, or "modal center,"
would be at the existing location
ofThe Arbiter offices.
A well-dressed man named
Ron approached me. "Do you
'. have any questions about what
. we're proposing here today?"
"When are you going to build
the trolley tracks?" I said.
Ron, very nicely, gave me an
answer that had nothing to do
with what I asked. "Our goal is to
work with the CCDC and provide
a center of well-designed and
functional multi-modal transportation system that creates
connection within downtown
and the surrounding region and
lessens dependence on the automobile."
"So when are you going to build

rlHrro
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Lordof the Oenceperformenceet the UelmeMOrrisonCenteron the nights of Jen. 19 endeo
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Flatley's 'Lord of the Dance'
0

BYE A I C A A UENS CAD F T

CultureWriter
Going into the sold-out show
at the Morrison Center, I had
no previous knowledge as to
what "Lord of the Dance" was
about. I could recall dancers
with their hands at their sides or
on their hips, and somewhere in
there somebody named Michael
Flatley was involved, but that
was about it. By the end of the
second act, however, I was nicely
surprised.
"Lord of the Dance" is not just
about dancing. That much is

CD

e

0

evident when the opening scene
starts with a Pagan-esque ritual.
A golden spirit brings a dead clan
back to life with some fairy dust.
While there is no dialogue apart
from a few vocal solos, the daneing forms itself around a plotline
in which the Lord of the Dance,
along with the Clan of the Celts,
is at odds with Don Dorcha, the
Dark Lord. Not only does the
Lord ofthe Dance have a love interest, he also has a temptress.
The Lord escapes capture from
Don Dorcha and out-duels him
in a dance battle.
The performance was as loud

as SOme rock concerts. The
dancing was accompanied by
constant music and tapping,
and each scene lasted several
minutes. After the first act, it
wasn't clear as to whether or not
a theme would emerge. The different groups of dancers had all
taken their turns in 10 different
scenes, but there was little cohesion from one scene to the next.
When Act II started, the classic
good-versus-evil theme between
the Lord of the Dance and the
Dark Lord became obvious, as
did the clash of love and desire.
"Lord of the Dance" was at its

best when it incorporated story and dance together. A scene
where the dancers wore neon
pink, orange, and green took
away from the dark purples and
greens of the double violin lament, because the neon seemed
more for show and less connected to the story. In particular, the
duel of the Lord and Don Dorcha
was strong because of that incorporation. After an hour and
a half of watching "Lord of the
Dance," it was clear that the
force behind the dancers coming to life was not the Spirit, but
the dancing.

UPCOMING MORRISON'
CENTER EVENTS
The following will be held at
the Morrison Center in the comingweeks.
"Merle Haggard - An Evening
With a Legend" is on Jan. 28.
The BSU. Music Department
is featuring ".a performance
by the Honor Band on Feb. 5.
Ballet Idaho's "Peter Pan" is
Feb. 12. The Kennedy Center
Imagination
Celebration on
Tour presents "The Adventures
of Tom Sawyer" on Feb. 14.

=================================================~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

the"Well,
trolley
tracks?'
there
are several phases I~
and it really depends on if we can
get people to ride the trolley." he
said.
I thought of what a great scenario it would be to witness a bad
guy lead Ada and Canyon county police on a high-speed chase
into downtown Boise, some how
crash the stolen car into the Bank
of America Centre and jump out.
Instead of getting shot right away,
the bad guy foots it to a passing
trolley car, makes a daring leap
BY JDSEF
FIRMRGE
and grabs on to the sidebars. The
Culture Writer
police, only a few steps behind,
wave their badges in the air and
"The Work and the Glory" is a
try to get the operator to stop the
trolley cold in its tracks. But, it's new film produced out of Utah
and of the LOS film styling. You
no use. The police try their best
to get on the trolley, but only one know,theindependentgenrethat
brought out such corny films as
can make the jump off Capitol
Blvd. Then, there's a Kung Fu "Singles Ward." This new film,
however, was produced by the
battle on the trolley between the
same team that brought us "The
cop and the bad guy. Then something dramatic happens like a Other Side of Heaven."
The production team includes
pedestrian falls of the cable car,
Scott Swofford, an Academy
and the officer, who has a heart
of gold, reaches his hand out and Award-nominated producer. The
cast is more Hollywood than
saves the person. Or not. Either
the Mormon genre has seen beway, I'd ride the trolley.
fore, many of the actors with
"So when are we getting a trolexperience on television shows
ley?" I said.
such as "Srnallville,' "JAG" and
"Well, first we have to establish
"Desperate Housewives," .and
better bus lines and pedestrian
from films such as "Cheaper By
traffic lanes. The estimated cost
the Dozen," "Legends of the Fall,"
over the first three years would
and "Spaceballs.'
be 6.3 million... The total cost
Arriving at the theatre, I had exof the full project would be 34.5
pectations that weren't flattering.
million," he said.
"Would those be tax dollars?"

'Glory' worth seeing
even if you're not LDS
Having seen plentyofthe Mormon
genre films, I by-and-large always
left feeling disappointed and
cheesed over. I expected bad costumes, poor acting, cheap sets,
and in the end, a poor review.
The story opens in upstate New
York and centers on the Steed
family, led by a hard-working,
stern but tender-hearted father,
Benjamin, and an intelligent, dutiful and delightful Mary Ann.
Imagine a no-nonsense Charles
Engalls, and a Caroline with a little more personality (see: "Little
House"). The Steed children provide much ofthe tension as brothers are divided over love and religion' as. this story is ultimately a
romance.
The Steeds no sooner move to
a flew land with new opportunilies than they meet up with the
Mormon prophet Joseph Smith.
The Steeds' lives begin to intertwine with the controversy sur-

rounding Joseph Smith and his
"golden bible" and soon, as with
the rest of the town, they must
choose sides. To complicate matters even further, both boys set
their sights on a local rich girl and
she has a hard time deciding between the two. Who will win this
epic battle?
Members of the mormon faith
will definitely love this movie as it
depicts their late prophet Joseph
Smith on the big screen for the
first time. And with a budget below eight million, the cast and
crew have done a fine job pulling
off the difficulties of presenting a
story worth telling: 11 story about
the difficulties ofJaith and family with all of their uncertainties,
disappointments, and joys.
. Even if you worship Greg
Kinnear and milk breath, your
tastes might surprise you and
you may be telling your Mormon
friends to go see this film.

>-::=============================================================
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Ron gave me another answer
that was of no help. I cut him r
off to remind him that Idahoans
don't like to pay taxes, and one
more time I asked when the trolley car was coming.
"I'm not sure," he said. And
then, it was settled. I snagged a
complimentary cookie for my
participation on the way out, and
drove my gas guzzling pickup
home ..
FormoreinfoontheDowntoWn
Boise Mobility . Stu~y,' visit
www.valleyride.org.

by Travis Estvold
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'Precinct 13' an adrenaline
rush, but standard action flick
BY ERIC

RUSSELL

Culture Writer

"Life is full of choices," a
Catholic priest says in the beginning of "Assault on Precinct 13."
The choices we make affect our
fate and make us who we are, and
difficult choices are what Jake
Roenick (Ethan Hawke) must
make in this film.
, . On a wintry New Year's Eve,
Roenlck and a few others are
on duty in a small police sta-.
tion, where they hold Bishop'
(Laurence Fishburne), Detroit's
biggest crime . lord, overnight
because the weather is too bad
to transport
him elsewhere.
".Before long, armed men asking
. for Bishop surround the station.
Roenick must decide whether to
release a known cop-killer, or put
the lives of everyone in the station in danger.
. Roenick soon discovers, however, that the men outside are
not Bishop's cohorts - they are
Bishop's enemies.
When the bad guys realize that
Roenick knows. who they are,
they become intenton killing not
only Bishop,' but everyone else

in the station as well. Roenick
then realizes that he must let all
four of his prisoners, including
Bishop, out in order to help defend the building. Suddenly, cop
and cop-killer are united on the
same team.
More difficult decisions arise
for Jake Roenick, as .he leads his
group and fights to keep them
alive despite the pursuing enemy. Though the action cernes-In
spurts, the intensity of the sltu-"
atlon is constant, because the
prospect of survival dims as the .
morning draws closer.
When the actiondoes come, It
is not anything we haven't seen
before. The men on the outside
drop like flies, while the group
inside faces danger only when
they behave erratically! which,
for many of the characters, is
often. Fishburne is as calm as
Morpheus
throughout,
while
John Leguizamo, who plays a
drug-addicted prisoner, is as annoyingas all his previous characters have been.
In the midst of the chaos,
Roenlck struggles to take the lead
in the situation, because of an inctdent.months earlier where two
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terms with himself through the
officers died under his directlori.
decisions he makes, but we're
Fe~rful ~f making decisions that
could put other's lives in jeop- . never allowed any deeper into
ardy, Roenick has spent the last who he has become. Content
with being a simple action tale,
few months behind a desk, where
the film never gets beyond its
he can avoid these kinds of decigenre walls, and settles for endsions. Suddenly, Roenick must
ing the story with a load of dead
face his fear and make choices
bodies in the snow. "Assault on
that will help solve the problem.
Making no choice at allis no lon- Precinct 13"is a quick adrenaline
rush. but it's one that will be goneger an option for Roenick.
Roenick eventually comes to by the time you leave the theater.
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Bo~ling For Soup and'
American Hi-Pi to play Boise
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to BOise With tour
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Culture
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Writer

The bands Bowling For Soup
and American Hi-Fi will play
Tuesday night at the Big Easy
Concert House, hitting the stage
at 7p.m, as partbf "The Hangover
You Don't Deserve Tour."
Bowling For' Soup headlines the show. The - self-pronounced "Grammy-nominated
fat guys" from Wichita, Texas,
began playing together in 1994
with little hope of succeeding.
However, after signing with Jive
Records, the band's career has
met new heights. The combined
sales from 2000's "Let's Do It
For Johnny" and 2002's "Drunk

matas Bowling For Soup on Iuasdap,

Enough to Dance" have reached
over 300,000 copies and tickled
fans' ears with hit singles such
as "The Bitch Song," "Punk Rock
101" and "Girl All the Bad Guys
Want." The band's most popular
single, "1985," salutes old school
Madonna and movies like "The
Breakfast Club." It is on their latest CD, "The Hangover You Don't
Deserve."
American Hi-Fi gained recognition on mainstream radio
stations with their hit "Flavor of
the Weak" in 2003. Led by Stacy
Jones, former Veruca Salt drummer-turned-front-man on vocals
and guitar; the band released
its sophomore album, "The Art
of Losing," in 2003. American

Jan. 2S.

Hi-Pi has shared the stage with
many high profile bands lncluding Sum 41, Eve 6, and Our Lady
of Peace, all of which the group's
lyrics resemble. With songs like
"Nothing Left to Lose" and "The
Breakup Song," the band sounds
like a combination of Matchbox
20's lyrics and Blink 182's style.
The band's newest album, "Heart
on Parade," presents a reflection
on relocating to the Los Angeles
area and their struggle to find a
new record label (They are currently signed with Maverick
Records). The new album debuts
March 29.
Tickets are $15 and are available at all Ticketweb outlets or
online at www.tlcketweb.corn.

+

Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-Time Students fff
*
*

Montgomery
State Tuition

* Student
For More information

* Montgomery Gl
* Cash Bonuses

Gl Bill
Assistance
loan

Repayment

Bill Kicker

Program

contact:

TSGT. Christine Witte
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909

746 W. Main St. - 388-1900
WE DEUVERf

Don't surrender

to HUNGERIU
BY TRRUIS
Cultura

ESTUOLO
EdItor

The CoffeeHouse Concert se'des continued Thursday night
as the Student Programs Board
welcomed Austin Willacy to the
stage. For two hours, minus a
short break in the middle, Willacy
entertained onlookers on the
Student Union Building's Brava
Stage.
,
,An accomplished performer,
Willacy has toured with the likes
of Ray Charles, .The Temptations,
The Pointer Sisters and Chicago.
Of these, he pointed out that a
"completely amazing" Charles
was probably his favorite to share
the stage with.
On performing at. Boise State,
Willacy said, "This was fun: He

maintained a soft-spoken, intelli- .
gent rapport with the student audience throughout his set, which
he thoroughly enjoyed. "1 didn't
come here just to stand on a stage.
If people are there, I'm going to
engage them." His soft acoustic
set, though different it its sound,
was reminiscent of a solo Dave
Matthews performance. His CD's
and biography are available online at www.austinwillacy.com.
Kristen Sale, Student Activities
program assistant, said of the
evening, "Austin sounded great.
P1ll1l'O BY MlCHAfL THOf'MSON I TIrE AJIIUTIll
Rustin
Willac~
performs
at the
He had good interaction with the
crowd," and added that the con- CoffeeHouse Concert In the SUB
Thursde~ afternoon:
cert series "allows students to socampus a couple of times before,
cialize, relax and enjoycampus.'
and gotten a good response," Salo
Portland-based instrumentalist John Vecchiarelll performs
said.
this Thursday night. "He's been to

.

,

Career Center Services
Call: (208) 426~1747to mak~an appointment
-orVisit our website at http://career.boisestate.edu

Career Planning
Interview Training

t/lajor Exploration

Job Listings

Job-Search Advising

Resume 8: Cover-Letter
Assistance

Internship Information

----~_
..---~'.

Counter-attack with a
delicious, PITAm
$1.00 OFF or

FREE DELIVERY
Open 11 ...3a,m, Mon-Thurs. 11-4a.m, Fri/Sat
Noon-3a.m, Sunday
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering

&

'~

..........•...

---------il-rblier
students.

~laSSlfied edvertlsements are free to
Classlflededs ma~ be place three wa~s:
email: classlfledsllarblteronhne.com
phone: 3'15-B20'l)(100
or stop b~ the office at 1605 UOIvar5lt~ Drive
[across from the SUB].

Mtn,

Home
Carpool
Looking to carpool on
TuesrThurs
for 7:40am
class. Return aft. 3pm.
Share gas. 283-9949

2BD/lBa
large duplex,
lease/rent. W/SIT included. $.540/$565. Call 8509299.3531 WTargee.
J;i"~>~-'\...

REWARD!
$10 goes
to whomever comes up
with a cool nickname for
me: Christopher George
Loogman.338-8946

Affordable
Downtown
Uvlng

Jobs while you are a

'97 Green· Saturn.
5
sp. Spoiler, sun-roof, cd
player. $2800 obo. Needs
to selll Contact
9899102/989-9082.

studen~, Career
Opportunities,

$4-75 or $595
Elevators
[)jrcc/&! (ICIl1U from WillCO
14-JIlJur fitness room
Business Centor
Secured Acce.u

or

Internships?

Free job-referral
Click BroncoJobs

at http://
carcer.bolsestate.edu
Classic N. End Duplex
Ibd+bonus rm ncar Coop, very clean. Avail. Jan.
.1. $500 Call 602-2539 or
345-3683

e

eN

19911 Ford
Countour
SE, 4dr sedan, all power,
CD, AC, 6cyl, 5spd. 71 k
$3450/obo.447-1602
sooahinc~~email.col1l
2 Used Books! Curious
ResearcherBall enger
4ed. $30/obo. Comm. in
Our Lives-Wood 3ed. $40
, Call 631-1578.

7-l'icce Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464

Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Huge 3bdrm
Duplex,
pets ok, 3min. to BSU.
WD. $575/mo. Call Brett
@484-2156

7476

Global Telecom Expansion in Idaho. Recruiting
Independent
Representatives PT/FT Call 208-938-

EARN UP TO

$2500
We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOtJR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
.Paid training
.Casual environment
• Flexible schedule

$7 to $12 per hr

44
45
47
49
50
53

Please call for
more information

658-4888

•

If you enjoy spending
time with people in need
of help (elderly, handicapped, disabled children)
call us. Requirements: 612 mo. explTB test/CPR!
Background check, reliable trans. a must. P/T &
FIT work avail. We will
work around your school
schedules Call 321-7896
Marketing
Assistant
$15/hr.
Identity
then
sales. Work around your
schedule. Call 1-888-546Need help with website
development!
Please
send
reference
and price information to
stico@schlofmantractor.
com
Parkside
School. Early
Childhood
Ed. teachers
interested in working in
an academic
preschool
environment. $8/hr. Call
283-2777.

57
58
60
61
64
67
68
69

Customer Soles/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+

70
71
72

Conditions exist
No Exp Net, We train

73

Fortune" partner
Flat-top hills
Telephoning
On the rocks
Young adults
Fully attentive
One at the
wheel
Floral necklace
Shaker
contents
Store lure .
Tex-Mex order
Scatterbrained
Sty denizen
Roy's Dale
Actress
Dickinson
Actress
Lupino
Turn counter
back to zero
Roebuck's
partner
Bear's home

All rights reserved.

CAll 331-2820

1

Call Mon.·Thurs. 9·A

2
3
4
5
6

Work for Rent! Wanted,
upper class level student
for secluded country living within 2 miles. I bdr.
home in exchange for 12
hours house/yard cleaning
and pet care. Car required.
Cost average $50/mo. No
pets, no smoking. Call
Barbara at 336·7001.

7

Solutions

8 Fills full
9 Fellows
10 "Just the Way
11
12
13
21
23
26
27
.

29
30
32
34
35
36

DOWN
Scheduled
next
At what place?
Andes grazer
Hobbit ally
Crooner Torme
Skin-care
product
Author Tyler

01124/05

© 2005 Tribune Medls Services, Inc.

37
39
40
46
48
50
51

You
"
On the road
Lugs
Gin fruits
AI Capone
Kernel
Homer's
epic
"Much
About
Nothing"
Like ravens
Purifies
Finger or toe
Stately tree
Leader of The
Three Stooges
Roman
assembly
halls
Pioneers'
wagon
Plains antelope
Forty winks
Comprehend
Moines
Change
to fit
Be off

62 "A Chorus

Line"
number
63 Sonic-boom
source
65 Address for an
officer
66 Absolutelyl

52 Epic tales
54 Swift
55 Change
"captain"

to

"cap'n"
56 Goneril's
59 Solitary

sister
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Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.

Full size orthopedic set.
Brand ncw in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-

and Jets

15 Hotelier
Helrnsley
16 Actor Flynn
17 Oolong or hyson
18 Michigan city
19 Groovy!
20 Weapons
22 Viewed
24 Type of neck
25 Mariner's jacket
28 Prosperity
31 Tacked on
33 Usage charge
34 Incipient
38 Period in power
41 Bums around
42 Self-image
43 Pal's "Wheel of

9365.

Absolutely
Must Sell!
1988 Singlcwide in Eagle.
70 x 14 3bd/2ba. Asking
13,900/obo.
Call 208939-4539.

Curious 'Reader for English 102. $10 333-1494

Damon

14 Org. of Flyers

0823.

1986 F250 Extend. Cab
4x4.
Diesel,
auto/ps,
air/cruise/cd. New tires/
brakes/parts/shell.
Excel
condo $4795353-4565

2004 Suzuki
Forcnza.
5000 miles 4 cylinder 5
sp.l'owerwindows/locks.
Casscttc/cd. AC. $10,000
Call 378-1374.

Lazarus

9 Dillon and

IN 2 MONTHS

service
'02 Mazda Tribute ES
V6 4x4 SUV. 28k. Rem.
WaIT. Leather, 6 disc,
Loaded!
$18,000/obo.
672-9726. Lv. msg.

ACROSS

1 Nocturnal raptor
4 Samms and

Lookingfor

Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms

•
•
•
•
•

Crossword

BroncoJobs

r;:~vI9,~l.;~z.A.

Take Control Of Your
Health! Overweight? Allergies? Diabetes? We can
help. www.herbal-nutrition.net/dwood/id
or call
800-281-7764

Special Forces. Must be
create ao complex docua U.S. Citizen age 18-29.
ment template in InDesign
from hardcopy samples or . 5 or 6 year enlistment.
Good pay, excellent benMicrosoft Publisher files.
efits, education
oppor$75 for firsttemplate. Postunities. Enlistment Bo.sible opportunity for more
nuses from $12,000.00 to
work converting MSPub
$14.000.00 available. You
to InDesign. Call Tom at
will also be eligible for the
794-3368
Army College Fund up to
$70,000.00 Call . (208)
@:i"£J,jfs.,iii',i"i(i"· 375-7009.
An Army of One.

Starting at $295/r!!>.

'l:

Tribune Media Services

Bring in ad & receive $tOO
off lsi month renl

Today's BIrthday (1-24-05).
There arc complications
associated with travel this
year, but they don't have to
stop you. Sure, planning and
work are required, but that
just makes the prize sweeter.
10 get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

Includes all utilities, cable!
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week

336-8787

IBM Thinkl'ad
A21 E
dvd/cdrom,
10gb hdd.
floppy, USB, 56k modcm,
broadband port, Xl' Pro.
$300.343-4626.
Italian leather couch and ;. .c..~~-c,~ ..;-,~.,,",__"C_· _. _..
lovcseat for sale! Brand If $800 weekly guarantced
new, still in plastic. ReStuffing envelopes. Send
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
a self addressed stamped
Call 888-1464.
envelope to: Scarab Marketing, 28 E. Jackson,
Queen Pillow Top mat10th floor, ste. 938, Chitress set. Brand new, still
cago.IL 60604
in plastic. Must sell $129.
BE A BARTENDER,
Can deliver. 866-7476
No experielice necesQueen size mattress and
sary, hands on training in
boxsprings $50. Call 322Boise, must be 18 yrs or
2422 after 3pm.
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
TEXTBOOKS-Buy/Sell!
certified. Call 333-tips
Trade. Get $$$ .. List unwanted books.
wWW.. (8477)
queueb.com
Expert at Adobe InDesign
needed! Must be abI.e to

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today.js a G .. This is not a good
day to take risks, even if you
feel confident you· are right.
The odds are better that things
won't go as expected. Proceed
with caution.

Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a G - Clean up the
mess, including apologizing,
if
necessary. Arrange your social
calendar to have some cuddle
time tonight.

Halo 2@

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - Finding the
perfect gift for a person who
usually docs without is a
worthwhile
gesture. Others arc
inspired to do the same, and
old hurts arc healed.
'

Taurus (April 20- May 20)
Today is a 7 - Use what you've
learned in the past to help you
reach your next big decision.
Don't be stopped where you
were before, however. There's·
no fun in that.

On the

BIG
SCREEN!
• 16 Gamers • 4
Screens. State-aI-the·
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Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - Your natural
curiosity is about to get
tweaked again. In order to get
where you want to go, there's a
whole lot more to learn. Dig in.

~

ALICE, WHAT'S THE
STATUS OF YOUR
PROJECT?

Capricorn
(Dec. 22 ..'an. 19)
Today is a G - Figure out what
you're going to need, and how
much it's going to cost. Spend
more time on the discussion
and you'll spend less money in
the stores.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb.18)
Today is a G .. Take care when
traveling _ the course will be
more complex than expected.
It's best to drive defensively,
so you don't get blindsided.
Otherwise, enjoy.
Pisces
Today
friends
reach.
savings
phone

(Feb. 19-March 20)
is a 7 - An outing to visit
is still slightly out of
Continue to add to your
account, and visit via
instead.

(c) 200p, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVltES INC.
.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7- Some of the
paperwork that's been plaguing
you never has to be done. Sort
tllfOUgh and discard that, and
do the other stuff.

'~""'~l'

E

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - If you're the
one with the checkbook,
you
have to enforce the rules. It's
a tough job, but you can do it.
Simply ignore temptation.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - Don't be too
exuberant
or overenthusiastic.
No giggling or jumping up
and down, either. Be cool, and
you'll make more points.

Art Surround Sound
The Reel Theatre is happy to announce the launch of Halo 2l£1Gmne Nighl OIlUte Nort!lgaw
Reel Theatres. The even! starts on Friday, Febf\l3ry 41!1@ midnight and runs unUI 3am
Saturday morning This Villi become a weekly event (wI the possibility of more nighls being
added laler en) at the NG,1hgoleReel Theatre Orl 6950 W. S~te S1, in Boise Tho cosl wiil
be 510 per ~n;on plrtyinO and S31orpersons watching. For mare information onlhls or for
current movie informaUon. please cal! 377·2620 or '/is'l w\\,w.reellheatre,com. Come on
over to the NOr1hgate Reel and 91]1 youfgame onl

c)
~-)

Cancer (June 22- July 22)
Today is a 7 - It's a little too
soon to make more changes
in your living arrangements.
There's more money coming
in for the next few days. Make
your decision after then.

By Linda C. Black

"

Distributed by Knight Ridder/
Tribune Information Services.
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THE ASTONISHING
. INCOMPETENCE OF
OTHERS CAUSED ME
TO JUMP. THROUGH A
WINDOW AND LAND IN
A DUMPSTER.
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I'M E-MAILING THIS
LOSER TO TELL HIM
I PLAN TO BOYCOTT
THE NEWSPAPER!

GAAAI!! THIS WRITER
MISUSED THE TECHNICAL TERM "DONGLE:
THAT IDIOTI

~ LOSER.
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I'LL
COME
BACK
LATE~.
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